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SEMIEXPO RUSSIA attracts buyers from local industry, research institutions, government and universities. Exhibition provides an effective platform where you will get a chance to research Russian market and estimate your business opportunities. By combining the entire supply chain of the microelectronic and semiconductor industry SEMIEXPO RUSSIA offers:

- **DEVELOPMENT**: competitive market analysis, educational and research programs
- **BUSINESS**: strategic partnership, goods and services distribution
- **ALLIANCE**: access to international markets, governmental contracts, regional development

**EXHIBITION SEGMENTS**

- Development, design, prototyping and manufacturing of chips
- Production of electronic components
- Production and distribution of equipment, materials and services
- Systems and applications

SEMIEXPO RUSSIA is a multi-industrial platform that brings together various industry representatives from a growing number of market fields like:

- Mechanical engineering
- Automobile industry
- Aircraft industry
- Shipbuilding industry
- Robotics
- Urban infrastructure
- Medicine, biotechnology
- Software
- Power engineering
- Telecommunications
EXHIBITOR & VISITOR PROFILE

Creating a single information and a practical platform, SEMIEXPO RUSSIA contributes to the introduction of innovation, development and strengthening microelectronic industry in Russia.

EXHIBITOR PROFILE

SEMIEXPO RUSSIA 2017 technology areas overview.

VISITOR PROFILE

SEMIEXPO RUSSIA 2017 business dimensions overview.
BUSINESS PROGRAM

The extensive fringe program will be the organic continuation of the actual topics, those first discussed during Russian Day high level summit as the part of SEMICON Europa’17.

The business program will be aimed to strengthen and widen the liaison between global and local industries, to exchange experience and opinions.

Scientific and practical topics as well as global cooperation structures, related to the microelectronic industry will be set in the view of key players, stakeholders and opinion leaders on the market development.

Exact programme will be announced on the website.

CONTACT US

Official exhibition operator
Business Media Russia

Show director
Liliya Kuklina
Phone: + 7 (495) 649-6911 ext. 130
Mob.: + 7 (926) 529-8385
lilia.kukлина@businessmediarussia.ru
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